
Simply Beautiful Pearl Chain Necklace
Project N1058
Designer: Megan Milliken

The embodiment of luxurious elegance, this delicate necklace features white pearl sterling silver chain.  It would be the

perfect accent for a formal wedding, or to add a touch of class to your everyday look. 

What You'll Need

Tiny Hanging White Seed Pearl Sterling Silver Wire Wrapped Chain 3mm

SKU: CHX-1020

Project uses 6 inches

Sterling Silver Fine Delicate Cable Chain 1.3mm Bulk By the Foot

SKU: CHA-1020

Project uses 10 inches

Sterling Silver Straight Lobster Clasps 8mm (4)

SKU: FCL-02208

Project uses 1 piece

Sterling Silver Open Jump Rings 3mm 22 Gauge (20)

SKU: FJR-03030

Project uses 2 pieces

Sterling Silver Open Jump Rings 4mm 22 Gauge (20)

SKU: FJR-03042

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp

Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions
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This is designed to be a shorter necklace and measures just about 16" long. If you would like to adjust the finished length, simply add or subtract from the

length of the cable chain pieces.

1. Clear away any cut links from the ends of your seed pearl sterling silver chain using a pair of flush cutters, and leaving the ends with in tact links.

2. Cut two 5" lengths of delicate sterling silver cable chain.

3. Use a 3mm, 22 gauge sterling silver jump ring to attach one piece of cable chain to each end link on your pearl chain.

4. Use the included jump ring on a sterling silver lobster clasp to attach the clasp to one end of the cable chain, and attach a 4mm, 22 gauge sterling silver
jump ring to the other end of the cable chain.
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